50% Code Language Amendment
BACKGROUND
Briefly summarize the relevant existing regulations or review process.
§126.0704. Exemptions from a Coastal Development Permit
The following coastal development is exempt from the requirement to obtain a Coastal
Development Permit:
(5) The demolition or removal of 50 percent or more of the exterior walls of the existing
structure.
When adopted to comply with the Coastal Act, the "50% Rule" for a Coastal
Development Permit Exemption was widely understood as retaining 50% or more of the
building's exterior envelope, including facade and roof. It was intended to facilitate
minor remodels: small rear additions, partial second stories and other construction
totaling less than 1,000 sq. ft., which was the limit for CDP Exemptions prior to the
2000 Code Update.
ISSUE
Briefly summarize the issue or problem that has triggered the need for the proposed amendment.
Please include any real-world project examples.
In practice, only 50% of stud wall framing is currently retained, while both interior and
exterior materials, window and door openings, height and slope of roof can be, and
often are, totally changed. A few pieces of original framing can be encapsulated within
new construction that maximizes zoning densities. Features include full second stories,
full live-in basements, covered loggias, semi-enclosed carports, recreational roof decks
and other features that greatly increase GFA, bulk and scale. Under this definition, a
"50% remodel" results in a completely new structure that has been ministerially
processed with no community review. These projects do not transition well to adjoining
properties, invade resident privacy and disrupt neighborhood character. They have
resulted in the severe loss of mature vegetation, altered underground water movement
and disrupted light and air patterns. Coastal neighborhoods have been flooded with
insensitive development that has rapidly changed their character and is contrary to
adopted community plans. Existing supplies of smaller affordable homes is being
rapidly diminished and replaced with expensive luxury housing that is exacerbating
regional housing affordability. Furthermore, these projects are not paying their fair
share of Development Impact Fees-- normally attached to new construction-- but,
evaded through "remodels." Older neighborhoods are absorbing significantly increased
density without commensurate infrastructure investment to accommodate it.
OBJECTIVE*
Provide a one or two sentence statement of what you want to achieve with the proposed
amendment.

Continue to allow exemptions for rehabilitation and minor additions in the Coastal Zone,
as intended. But, require more extensive projects (redefined as "remodels" under
current staff interpretation) to obtain a Coastal Development Permit that includes
community review, where many negative effects associated with new construction
currently using the 50% CDP Exemption could be minimized or mitigated through redesign.
SOLUTION*
Briefly summarize how you propose to address the issue and achieve the objective with your
proposed amendments.
This proposal more clearly defines what types of projects qualify for Coastal
Development Permit Exemptions and how to determine 50% of an existing structure.
Project Type: Rehabilitation
Rehabilitation keeps existing structures in service through environmental, technical and
structural upgrades. These include low water use plumbing and irrigation; energy
efficient insulation, windows and doors, lighting and HVAC systems; solar panel
additions; seismic, fire and life safety upgrades.
What is 50%?
Small additions that:
A. Increase existing GFA by no more than 50%;
B. Result in a building using no more than 50% of allowable FAR; and
C. Do not involve a property that has used the 50% rule exemption within the last 3
years.
FILE ATTACHMENTS
§126.0704. Exemptions from a Coastal Development Permit
The following coastal development is exempt from the requirement to obtain a Coastal
Development Permit:
(5)The demolition or removal of 50 percent or more of the exterior walls of the existing
structure
(5) Rehabilitation projects that:
A. Increase existing GFA by no more than 50% ,
B. Result in a building using no more than 50% of allowable FAR, and
C. Do not involve a property that has used the 50% rule exemption within the last
3 years*

List of code sections affected by your proposal*
Please search the entire Land Development Code to identify all sections that relate to your
proposal.
LDC Sec. 126.0704(a)(5)
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